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INTRODUCTION 
This part contains, as main result, a mean value theorem for our theory of integra-
tion of vector valued functions with respect to an operator valued measure, which is 
countably additive in the strong operator topology. For this we apply the convexity 
structure introduced by Price [37]. The organization of the paper is as follows: 
Section 1 reviews the notion of a convexity structure ^ on an abstract set X; we make 
here some historical remarks about this notion and we describe Price's ^-hull opera-
tor, when X is a Banach space. Section 2 estabHshes the mean value theorem which 
generalizes the mean value theorem for elements of ^^(m) from [34] to all integrable 
functions. Section 3 gives some applications for Fréchet differentiable normed space 
valued functions. These generalize the classical differentiation mean value theorem, 
a result of McLeod [33] and a beautiful theorem of L. Schwartz [39] (in normed 
space setting). Our proof of the mean value theorem requires the notion of the 
S-integral of Kolmogoroff [29] (see also [26] and [43]). In final section 4 we investi-
gate relations between integrability and iS-integrability. 
We shall use the notations and concepts of the previous parts of our theory. 
Particularly, 0 will be a (5-ring of subsets of a non empty set T. a(^) denotes the 
smallest a-ring which contains 0, X and F are Banach spaces over the same scalar 
field with norms denoted by | ' | . m: ̂  -^ L{X,Y) is an operator valued measure 
countably additive in the strong operator topology with finite semivariation iti on ̂ . 
1. CONVEXITY STRUCTURES 
The apphcability and intuitive appeal of convexity have led to a wide range of 
notions of generalized convexity. The usual definition of convexity in a linear space 
can be generalized as follows: A family ^ of subsets of a set X is called a convexity 
structure for X if the following conditions are satisfied: 
*) This research was partially supported by a grant from NSERC. 
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(a) 0 and X belong to ^ . 
(b) If ^0 is a subfamily of ^ , then П{С: С e ^^0} e ^ . 
(c) {x} e ^ for all xeX. 
For S Ç Z define ^(S) = Ç\{C e ^ : S ç С}. The set ^(S) is called the ^-/iw// of S, 
and S' is called ^-convex if ^(S) = S, It is clear that the operator ^ ( • ) : 2^ -> 2^ 
enjoys the properties: 
(ii) If 5i Ç 52, then ^ (5 i ) ç ^(52). 
(iii) ^4^(S)) = ^(S). 
(iv) 5 G ^ if and only if ^(5) = S. 
This general notion appeared for the first time in a paper of Levi [30], where he 
assumes further the axiom: If y^, y2, ..., Ут ^ ^{{^1, ^2? •••. ^n}) with m > n, then 
there exist a positive integer p < m and a permutation o- of {1, 2, ..., m} such that 
^({};^(i),..., y^çp^}) n Щу^(р+1^,..., Jo-cm)}) + 0- His main resuh contains as corol­
laries the Helly theorem on convex sets in i??", its extension to и-dimensional geometries 
satisfying Hilbert's axioms of incidence and order, and an intersection theorem for 
free abehan groups with n generators. Another specific example of a convexity 
structure is given by the notion of quasiconvexity introduced in an earlier paper of 
Green and Gustin [23], where they used this convexity to study measure and topo­
logical properties of the graphs of the discontinous solutions of the classical functional 
equation ф[х + у) = ф{х) + ф{у). Later developments are due to Elhs [22], 
Prenowitz ([35], [36]) with his notion of joint space that he applies specially to 
projective and eucHdean geometries, Bryant ([4], [5]), and Bryant and Webster 
( [^] ' C'̂ ]' Iß])' Among their contributions are the axiomatization of the notion of 
convexity space, a generalization of the Kakutani-Tukey separation theorem, the 
existence of a support hyperplane, a notion of dimension, generahzations of the 
classical results of Carathéodory, Helly, Radon and Steinitz, a notion of topological 
convexity space and a generalization of the Krein-Milman theorem. More abstract 
developments are due to EckhofiF ([20], [21]), Reay [38], Kay and Womble [27], 
Guay and Naimpally [24], Mah, Naimpally and Whitfield [31], and Szafron and 
Weston [42]. The subjects treated in the above-mentioned papers are related to product 
of convexity structures, definitions and relations between the Carathéodory, Helly 
and Radon numbets, and some solutions to the linearization problem. 
The fundamental importance of the usual convex sets in vector integration was 
emphasized, for the first time, by Birkhoff [2]. In order to develop a Lebesgue theory 
in the bilinear case along the lines of the Birkhoff integral. Price [37] introduced 
a suitable convexity structure for a Banach space. Since this convexity structure is 
essential for our purposes, we indicate briefly its general construction: Let X be 
a Banach space, and let L{X) be the Banach space of all bounded Hnear operators 
from X to X. Consider the set J^o = {(^0?= 1 • ̂ i e b(Jr), Y.^i = ^ ^^^ ^ = 
i= 1 
= 1 ,2 ,3 , . . .} , where / denotes the identity operator. Let J^ be any non-empty 
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set of finite sequences in L{X) with the following property: If (J^)"=i belongs to #" 
n n 
and YJ ^i "̂  ^' t^^^ the operator Г = ^ Ĵ - is bijective. Given a such element of #", 
t = i i = i 
consider the subset #"' of ^Q consisting of finite sequences of the form: (Г~^Г^)"^1 
or (JjT"^)"^!. Let #"* be the smallest subset of #"0 containing #"' and having the 
following multiplicative property: If (Г/)"1:1 and (rj)"=i are two elements of #"*, 
then (Г1 j ; , ..., J i j ; , ..., T^T[,..., Т„Хг) belongs to .Г*. If ^ is the family of all sub-
n 
sets С of X such that { ̂  Jr^^: (^/)- = i e #"*, x,- eC and n = 1, 2, . . .} ç C, then 
С is a convexity structure for X. If we identify each Àe R with the operator 
J^: X -> Яд: of L(X), then for ^ = {(^A,)"=I.* Я, ^ 0 and n = 1, 2, 3, ...} the ^-hull 
of every subset S of X is reduced to the classical convex hull co(5'). 
We note the following useful result: 
Lemma 1. Let S ^ X. Then: 
(a) 144s)) = 4s) for all {T)^U 1 e ^ * . 
i = 1 n n 
(b) If{T)% 1 is an element of ^ such that J = ^ J . ф 0, then ^ ^/(^(•5)) = T{^{S)), 
n 
Proof, (a) It suffices to prove the inclusion Yj'^k^i^)) — ^{^)- ^^^ ^^^ element 
n i = 1 n 
of the left member is of the form Xi ^̂ л:̂  with x^ e ЦЗ). Since ^(S) 6 ^ , X ^t^i ^ 4^)^ 
i = l i=l 
(b) The hypotheses imply that T is bijective. Then, by (a), we have ^(S) = 
= i (T- T,) (<̂ (s)) = T-\t r,-(̂ (s))). 
i = 1 1 = 1 
2. MEAN VALUE THEOREM 
First let us remind the notion of the iS-integral of Kolmogorofif. Let E G ^. By 
a partition of E we mean a finite sequence {Ei)1^ ^ of pairwise disjoint non empty sets 
from ^ whose union is E. If 7i^(E) = {Ei)1^ ^ and 712(E) = (Fj)}'= ^ are two partitions 
of E, we say that П2{Е) is a refinement of 7Ci(£), denoted 7ri(£ )̂ g 7Г2(£), if each Fj 
is contained in some E .̂ The set Я(Е) of all partitions of E with the partial ordering ^ 
form a directed set. Let now f: T-> X. If n(É) = {E^% t is a partition of £, choose 
points ti G E,-, г = 1, ..., n, and write 
1 = 1 
The multivalued function S'(iw, /^ ...) is a net on Y. We say that S(m, / , . . . ) converges 
to a vector j e F if, for every 8 > 0, there exists a partition n^{E) of E such that 
\Sn{E){^J\ h."-. Q - j | < e 
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whenever 7г(£)еЯ(£) and щ{Е) ^ ^[E). In this case we say t h a t / i s S-integrable 
on E with respect to m. We define its S-integral on E, S^fém = y and write 
lim S^^E){m,f, fi, ..., Q = 5 ^ / d w . 
/7(E) 
The following facts are immediate from definitions. If N e ^ is an /w-null set, 
then each function / : Г -» ЛГ is 5-integrable on AT and S^fdm = 0. 
If/: T-^ X,E,Fe^,F ^ E a n d / i s S-integrable on E, then / i s 5-integrable on F, 
I f / i s S-integrable on both E, F e ^, t h e n / i s 5-integrable on E u F, and if more­
over E n F = (1^, then 
SE^pfdm = SE/dm + Spfdm . 
If both f, g:T-^ X are S-integrable on Ee^, a,b are scalars, then af+ hg 
is S-integrable on £, and 
^^(a / + b^) dm = a . S^fdm + Ь . Sjç^ dw . 
The following lemma is also immediate. 
Lemma 2. Simple integ ruble functions, and their uniform limits, are S-integrable 
on each set E e ^, and the values of both integrals are equal. 
If/: T-^ X] Ee^, n{E) = (£:,)?= i is a partition of E and t^ e E^, i = 1, 2, ..., n, 
then clearly „ 
\S.iE,{m,l tu ... 01 = I Z Ч .̂-)Л^01 ^ ||/||^ • ЧЕ) . 
To establish our mean value theorem we need the following seting: Y = X and 
/w: ^ -> L{X) satisfies the axiom of Price [37, p. 20]: For every Ее ^, either m{E) = 
= 0 or m{E) is bijective. Taking #" - {(/«(£,.))'?=. ^ : £^ e ^ and £^ n £;, = 0 for 
i Ф k, i, /c = 1, 2 , . . . , n, n = 1, 2, ...} we can define the Price's ^-hull for every 
subset of X. 
If /x: ^ -> [0, + oo) is a countably additive measure and if we put m[E) x = 
= ß{E), X, E E 0*, xe X, then clearly m satisfies the axiom of Price. Let us give 
another less trivial example. Let T = {1, 2, . . . } , let ^ = 2^ and let X = I2. For every 
/c = 1, 2 , . . . and д: = (x^,. . . , x^,...) e /2 define ni[{k}) x = k~^'(x + х,^е^), where e,^ 
is the /c-th unit vector in /2, and m{E) x = Y, ^{{Щ) x for E e 0^. Then clearly 
v{m, T) < +00 and m{E) is bijective for each £ Ф 0. 
Lemma 3. / / m[E) x — fi(^E) . x where ji is a finite positive countably additive 
measure on ^ , then ^(S) Ç co{S) for every subset S of X. 
n 
Proof. Let J^i = {{Tj,)%^\Xi ^ 0 , Y,^i = h n = 1, 2, . . . } . Then J^i satisfies 
multiplicative property and, since /г is finite and positive, it contains #"'. So ^^ ^ #"*. 
Hence every convex subset of X is '^-convex, and therefore ^(S) ^ co(S) for every 
S^X. 
lie 
Remark . Let T = {1, 2, . . . } , let ^ be the 5-ring of all finite subsets of T and let fx 
be the counting measure on ^ . Put m[E) x = JLI{E) , X fox E e â^ and xe X. In this 
case, ^' satisfies the multiplicative property, and therefore J^* = ß^\ It follows 
that, if x,yeX - {0} and x Ф y, then Щх, у}) = {Т^х + Т2у: ( J i , Г2) e F*} с 
с: co({x, j;}) and Щх, y}) = {J^x + J ^ j : ( J i , Г^) e F*} Ф co({x, y}). 
Theorem 1. (Mean value theorem). Suppose that m: 0^ -> L(Z) satisfies the axiom 
of Price: For every Ee^ either m[E) = 0 or m(E) is bijective. Let f: T-^ X be an 
integrable function and let E e ^ be such that тп{Е) Ф 0. Then there exists a unique 
vector X e ^ ( / (£ ) ) with J ^ / d m = m[E) x. 
Proof. The uniqueness of jc, if it exists, follows from the axiom of Price. 
To prove the existence of the required x, suppose first t h a t / . XE is a uniform limit 
of a sequence of simple integrable functions. Then, since m(E) < +00, / . XE is 
integrable as well as 5-integrable on E and J^/d/ i i = J ^ / . XE^^ = S^^/d/w, see 
Lemma 2. Let 7i{E) = (£^i)"=i be a partition of JE and choose points ti e E^. It follows 
from the axiom of Price and Lemma 1(b) that 
t m ( £ , ) / ( ^ - ) e i i i ( £ ) ( ^ i / ( £ ) ) ) . 
Hence S J dm e m(E) {Ц/{Е))) = m{E) (^(Д^))) , since д:' -> m(E) x\ x' e X, is 
a homeomorphism. So there exists a vector д: e ^ ( / (E)) such that J ^ / d w = S^fàm = 
= m{E) X. 
Let n o w / : T-> X be an integrable function. Take a sequence of simple integrable 
functions f„:T-^ X, n = 1, 2, .f., such that /„{t)-^ f{t) for each t e T. Let X^ ^ X 
be a closed linear subspace which is separable and contains the ranges of all /„, 
П = 1, 2, ..., hence also the range of/. Then in our consideration concerning the 
function / w e may suppose that /и: ^ -> L{Xi, X). Now by Theorem 13-1) in part 
III (see [15]) there is a countably additive measure Я^: £ n ^ ->• [0, 1] such that 
NEE r\ ^ and XE{N) = 0 impHes mJjE n N) ~ 0, where iwi is the semivariation 
of m: ^ -^ b(Xi, X). Owing to Egoroff-Lusin theorem, see section 1.4 in part I ([13]), 
there is a set iV e £ n ^ and a non decreasing sequence of sets F},E E n ^, к == 
= 1,2,. . . , such that 4(/V) = 0 (hence also ^ i (N) - 0 ) , F J E ~ iV and on each 
Fj^, к = 1,2, ..., the sequence / , , /i = 1, 2, ... , converges uniformly to / . But then 
J^/d/M = 0, and for any XQ eX^^ the function XQ . XN is integrable with respect to 
m: ^ "> L{X) and J^ XQ . XN dw = 0. 
Take any Xo e / ( F ) and define the sequence/Д к = 1, 2, ..., by equalities 
Since 
/dm = Г /dm = Г /dm + 
•̂ ^ JE-N J Fk 




/ d m = lim fdm = lim / . Xj.^ dm 
by the countable additivity of the integral. 
Obviously each / ' , /c = 1, 2, ..., is integrable and 
/ ; dm = \ f. XF^ dm + m{E - N - Fj,) XQ , 
JE JE 
But m{E — N — Fj,) XQ -~> 0 âs к -^ oo by the countable additivity of m in the strong 
operator topology. Hence hm jßfk ^^ exists and is equal to J ^ / d w . 
Since clearly each / ' , к = 1, 2 , . . . , is a uniform limit of a sequence of simple 
integrable functions, by the first part of the proof for each к = 1 ,2 , . . . , there is an 
Xj, e Щ/Щ) £ ЩЩ) such that l^fk ^^ = ni{E) x^. Hence m{E) x^ -^ f f / d w 
as fc ~> oo. But m[E) #= 0, so by the axiom of Price m[E) is bijective. Thus Hm Xp. = 
= (iii(£))-^ J^ /d /n = X. Since x̂^ e ^ ( / ( £ ) ) for each / : = ! , 2, ... xe'^{f{E)). 
The theorem is proved. 
The theorem together with Lemma 3 yield the following result, see [10, p. 48] 
and [28]. 
Corollary 1. Let fi: ^-> [0, +oo) be a countably additive measure and let 
f:T-^Xbe integrable with respect to ji [= strongly measurable and Pettis in-
tegrable). Then for each Ее ^ with ji{É) > 0 one has (]u(E))~^ J^/d/г e cö(/(E)). 
3. APPLICATIONS TO FRECHET DIFFERENTIABILITY 
If X and Y are normed spaces (both real or both complex), the symbol L{X, Y) 
denote now the normed space of all hnear continuous operators from X to Y. Let U 
be a non-empty subset of X and let f:U -^ Y. The function / is said to be Fréchet 
differentiable at aeU if there exists и e L{X, Y) such that 
The linear mapping и is uniquely determined and is denoted by / ' (a ) , which is called 
the Fréchet differential o f / a t a. It is clear that i f / i s Fréchet differentiable at a, 
it is continuous at this point. The function/is said to be Fréchet differentiable on L̂  
if it is Fréchet differentiable at each point of U. In this case, the function/ ' : U -> 
-> L{X, Y) is well-defined, and if it is continuous, the function / is said to be con-
tinuously Fréchet differentiable on U. For more details concerning the Fréchet 
differentiabihty we will refer to [41] and [44]. 
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If X and y are two distinct points of X we define the segment [x, j ] = [x + 
+ À{y - х):Ой^й 1}. 
Theorem 2. Let X be a real normed space, let x and у be two distinct points of X^ 
and let и be an open subset of X such that [л:, j ] Ç U, Iff: U -^ R^ is continuously 
Fréchet differentiable on U, then there exist a finite sequence (a^"^i in \^x, y] 
n 
and a finite sequence {^ifi=i in IR such that Я̂  ^ 0, Y,^i ~ ^ ^^^ /{у) "" / W ~ 
= ZAJ'(«0(j'-4 
i = l 
Proof. Let h{t) = f{x + t{y — x)) for 0 ^ ^ ^ 1. Then h is continuously Fréchet 
differentiable on [0, 1], and therefore Ы is Bochner integrable in [0,1] with respect 
to Lebesgue measure and, moreover, h{\) — Ä(0) = \\ h'{t) dt. 
By Corollary 1, jo h^t) dt e CÖ(Ä'[0, 1]). Since h'[0, 1] is a compact subset of R"", 
co(Ä'[0, 1]) is compact [9, p. 115], therefore closed, so that ß h\t) dt e CO(Ä'[0, 1]). 
Since Ä' [0 , 1] is connected, the Fenchel-Bunt theorem [25, p. 36] gives for the integral 
и n 
the expression: Jo ^'(0 ^^ = Z '̂ i ^'(^i)' where ti e [0, 1], Я̂  ^ 0 and Y^^i ~ ^• 
i=l i=l 
But the chain rule for Fréchet differentiable functions implies that h\t) = 
= f{x + t{y - x)) {y - x). Write â  = x + ti{y - x) for i = 1, 2 , . . . , n. Then 
a, e [x, y] and f{y) - / (x ) = f XJ\a^ {y - x). 
Corollary 2. Let X be a complex normed space, let x and y be two distinct points 
of X, and let U be an open subset of X such that [x, j ] ç U, Iff: U -> C" is conti-
nuously Fréchet differentiable, then there exist a finite sequence (a^^Zi in [_x, y^ 
In 
and a finite sequence (A;)f"i in R such that Я̂  ^ 0, X "̂ i ~ ^ ^^^ / W "~ / W ~ 
= EA,/'(aO(j'-4 
1 = 1 
Proof. It suffices to replace Z b y the underlying real normed space and C" by Я^" 
[11, p. 145]. 
Let F be a real vector space and let |*|i and | ' |2 two norms on Y which induce 
respectively the topologies т^ and T2 on F. If /7 > 0 and 5 £ F the symbols В^^(0, ri) 
and co^J^S) denote respectively the closed ball of center 0 and radius ц in the normed 
space (F, | ' | j ) and the closed convex hull of S in the normed space (F, |"|2). The 
topologies Ti and T2 are said to be (P)-related if TJ is finer than T2 and, for any г > 0, 
there exists S = ^(e) > 0 such that if iT is a T^-compact subset of B^^(0, ô), then 
cö^J^K) Я Бт,̂ (0, e). For example, if т^ is finer than T2 and (F, |'j^) is a Banach space, 
then the Mazur theorem [19, p. 416] implies that i^ and T2 are (P)-related. The 
property (P) was introduced by L. Schwartz [39] (see also [44]) in a more general 
setting. 
Theorems. Let (X, \-\) be a real normed space, let Y be a real vector space and 
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let I'll and \*\2 be two norms on Y such that (Y, I'ja) is a Banach space and the 
respective induced topologies x^ and %2 ^^^ (^yrelated. Let f: X -^ Y and suppose 
that / : Z -> (F, I • I2) is Fréchet differentiable on X, f'{a) e L{X, (У, |• |i)) for every 
aeXandf: X-> L{X, (F, ['ji)) is continuous on X. Thenf: X-> (F, |*|i) is Fréchet 
differentiable on Xand its Fréchet differential at every aeX is f\a). 
Proof. Let ae X. It suffices to show that 
lim sup 
teR-{0} 
f{a + tx) ~ f{a) 
-f'{a)x = 0. 
Let e > 0. Let à = о{г) be a positive real number determined from the(P)-property. 
For every xeX such that |x| g 1, we define the mapping h^: й -> Y by the formula 
hx{t) = / ( a + tx). Since т̂  is finer than T2, the function f: X ~> L{X, (F, |'|2)) is 
continuous, and therefore h^: R -^ (Y,\-\2) is continuously Fréchet differentiable 
on R and h'^t) = f{a + tx) x. 
By the continuity of the function/': X -> L[X, (F, |* |i)) at a, there exists a positive 





In particular, ueX and |н — a| < 17 implies \f'(u)у —/'(«) j | i < Цу\ for all 
yeX. 
But, for t Ф 0, 
f{a + tx)-f(a) .., . 1 
t 
/ ' (а);с=^{ЛД0-Ах(О)} A;(O) = - {Ä;(S) - Ä;(O)} ds, 
because the function s -> lîj^s) is | • I2 — Bochner integrable on every compact interval 
I ^ R of extremities 0 and t with respect to Lebesgue measure. By Corollary 1, 
1 
t 
{K{s) - кт ds e cö,M ~ m ) w) • 
Let K^ = (Ä^ - h'XO)) {I). It is clear that K^ is т̂  - compact. We will show that, 
if 0 < 1̂1 < t], then K^ Ç B,XO, ô). In fact, let zeK^. Then z = K{s) - ^^(0) for 
some s el. Since \a + sx - a\ = \s\ \x\ ^ \s\ < rj, \z\i = | / '(a + 5x) д: - f{a) x\^<: 
< ô\x\ ^ Ô, and therefore ze В^̂ (0, ô). Since т̂  and T2 are (P)-related, cö^^{K^) e 
B^̂ (0, e). Then 0 < \t\ < ц implies 
f{a^tx)-f{a) -/w. < e 
for all |.r| ^ L This completes the proof. 
Remarks. L The Theorem 2 generalizes the classical mean value theorem for 
continuously Fréchet differentiable functions from î '" to R. 
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2. The Corollary 2 generalizes the Theorem 10 of McLeod [33, p. 208]. 
3. The Theorem 3 generalizes, in the setting of normed spaces, a result of L. 
Schwartz [39]. 
4. It is possible to extend the Theorem 3 to w-times Fréchet differentiable functions, 
in order to generalize, in the setting of normed spaces, a more recent result of L. 
Schwartz [40]. 
4. INTEGRABILITY AND ^-INTEGRABILITY 
If/г: ^ -^ [0, + oo) is a countably additive measure and the ̂ -measurable function 
/ : T -^ [0, + oo) is not /z-essentially bounded on a set £ e ^ with ß{E) > 0, then 
clearly / is not S-integrable on E (of course / may be integrable on E). As the fol-
lowing simple example shows, in the vector case, the analogue is in general false. 
Example 1. Let T= {1,2, . . . } , ^ = 2^, X - the real Ẑ , У = i? = (-oo, +oo). 
For X •= (xi, . . . , Xj^, ...)e /2 put /w({/c}) x = 2"^Х2^-1 and m[E) x = ^ ^{{Щ) ^ 
keE 
for EE0^, Then clearly m\lJ -^ £(/2, Щ = Z2 is a countably additive vector measure 
with v(m, T) = 1, Now evidently the function/: T-^ 12 defined by equalities 
/(1) = (0, 1, 0, 0, ) 
/ (2) = (0,1, 0 ,1 , 0,0, ) 
/(/c) = (0, 1,0,1, . . .0 ,1, 0,0,...) 
1 ' — • ^ ' 
2k 
is unbounded on each infinite subset of the set of even integers. Nevertheless it is 
integrable and iS-integrable on each set E G ^ with both integrals equal to 0. 
Theorem 4. Let f: T-^ X be an m-essentially bounded measurable function and 
let the semivariation m: ^ -> [0, +00) be continuous. Then f is S-integrable on 
each set Ee^ and Sßfdm == j^fdm for each set Ee^. ( / . XE ^^ integrable by 
Theorem 5 from part /). 
Proof. Without loss of generality we may suppose that / i s bounded. Let E e ^. 
Take a sequence f^: T-^ X, n = 1, 2, . . . , of simple integrable functions such that 
/ ( 0 "̂  / ( 0 f̂^ ^^^^ ^ ^ -̂ Since the set function Ä -> ih(Ä r\ E), Ä e ^ is monotone, 
subadditive and continuous, we may apply the Egoroff-Lusin theorem, see section 
1.4 in part I and Remark 3 in part IV, to it. Hence there are iV, Fj^ e ^ n E, к = 
= 1, 2, . . . , such that m{N) = 0, Fj.'l E - N and on each Fj^, к = 1, 2 , . . . , the 
sequence / , n = 1, 2 , . . . , converges uniformly to / Since / i s bounded and m is 
continuous on ^ we may suppose that \\f\\^ . m{E — Fj) < l/4fc for each к = 
= 1,2,.... Take a subsequence / ^ , к = 1,2,..., of the sequence / , n = 1, 2 , . . . , 
such that ||/-> / J I F ^ . /^(£) < 1/4/c for each /c = 1, 2 , . . . . Put j = J^/dw. Then 
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by the above inequaUties we have 
1 
< — . 
2/c 
Since fnj, is a ^-simple function, it is of the form/,^ = ^ x„^j . XEn^j "^^^ pairwise 
ik i = 1 
disjoint E„^j e ^. Put E„^Q = FJ^ — [J E„^j if the right hand side is not euqal to 0, 
and let 7tk{E) = {{E„^j n FkYiLo^ ^ ~ ^/c}- Then щ{Е) is a partition of E, and for 
any partition n{E) ^ 7Г/с(£), 7г(£) = (^j)"=i, and any points r̂  e Л^, j = 1, 2 , . . . , n, 
we have 
< 






y = i < — + 
2k 
+ 1 1 4^i)/(OI< 
< -^ + I I / - Ah • ME) + IJ/IU • ME -E>è<l-
Hence / i s S-integrable on E and S^fàm = ^^fdm. The theorem is proved. 
From here and from the ^-Theorem from section 1.1 in part I, we immediately 
have the next 
Corollary 3. Let CQ ф F, for example let Y be a weakly sequentially complete 
Banach space, and let f: T -^ X be an m-essentially bounded measurable function. 
Then f is S-integrable on each set Ее ^ and S^fàm ~ ^^f dm for each Ee0^. 
We now construct a measure on the a-algebra of all subsets of Г = {1, 2, ...} and 
a bounded integrable function / w h i c h is not S-integrable on T. Hence Lemma 3.4 
in [34] do not hold in general. 
E x a m p l e 2. Let T^ {1, 2 , . . . } , ^ = 2^, and Z = F = the real CQ. Define the 
measure m: ^ -^ L{CQ, CQ) in the following way: For x = (x^, ..., x,„ ...) e CQ put 
m{{l})x = {0,X2,0,0, . . ) 
m{{k})x = {0,..„0,x,^,,0,0,.) 
k+ 1 
and m[E) x = ^ ^{{Щ) x for E e ^. Clearly m: ^ -> L{co, Co) is countably additive 
keE 
in the strong operator topology and \m(É)\ = ih(E) = 1 for each non empty Ee^. 
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Define now the function f: T-^ CQ as follows 
/ (1) = (1,0,0, ) 
/(/c) = ( l , . . . , 1,0,0,. . .) 
к 
Evidently/is a bounded integrable function with J^/d/w = 0 for each Ee^. 
To show t h a t / i s not S-integrable on Tlet 7i{T) = {(-Fi)i = i' {^j)j=i} beany parti­
tion of Twith finite F -̂, i = 1 , . . . , /Q, and infinite Gp j == 1, ...Jo- Take any points 
Si e Fi, i = 1, . . . , Ï0, and tj eGpj=l,..., Jo, and put 
io 
r = max {k:ke\J FiU {t^, ..., tj^}} . 
From the definitions of m a n d / i s clear that 
« = S^TrcrX'w,/, ^1, •••, 5/0' ^ i " - " 0 = ( j i , . . . , Л , 0, 0, . . . ) G C O 
with some real y^, ..., j^^ . Since TI{T) is a partition of T, there is a y^, 1 й Ji й Jo 
such that r + 1 G Gŷ . Replace tj^ by r + 1 = tj^ and put tj = ŷ for j Ф jf̂ , 1 ^ 
ujuio'"' Then 
t; = s^(r)('w,/si,..., 5,-̂ , ?;,..., r;.j = (j;;, . . . , j ; , i, o, o, . . .)eco 
with some real y\, ..., _ŷ . Hence |ii — t;| ^ 1. Since n(T) was an arbitrary partition 
of Г , / i s not 5-integrable on T. 
According to the definition, see Def. 4 part II, a measurable function f:T -^ X 
belongs to c^i(iw) if its L^-pseudonorm ih[f, •) is continuous on ст(^). Each/G J^i(iw) 
is integrable, see Lemma 1 in part II. 
Theorem 5. Let fe ^i{tn) be m-essentially bounded. Then f is S-integrable on 
each set E e ^, and S^fdm = jj,fdm. 
Proof. Clearly it is enough to prove the theorem for bounded elements of i f ^(/w). 
Let fe^^[m) be bounded and let Ee^. For each a > 0 put £« = {t: t G E, 
\f{t)\ ^ a]. Then by Tschebyscheff inequality, see Corollary of Theorem 1 in part II, 
m(£^) ^ a~^ . ih{f, E) for each a > 0. Since m(/, •) is continuous on a ( ^ ) , ih is 
continuous on each E^, a > 0, the function / is S-integrable (see Theorem 4) and 
S^^fàm = l^^fdm. If a„ J, 0, then 
lim 5^ fém •= hm / d m fdm 
by the countable additivity of the integral. Let e > 0. Take â  > 0 so that a^. fh{E) < 
< ^e and IJjs/dni — S^ / d m | < ^e. Take further a partition n^{Ea^ such that 
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for any partition {Eifi^i = ^{^a,) ^ ^eC^aJ ^^^ ^^y points t^eEi, i = 1, .,., «. 
Put 7ij[E) = {7Ге(£ае)' ^ "" ^«e}' ^hcu ^^(E) is a partition of E and obviously for any 
partition (Fj))^^ = n{E) ^ T[^{E) and any points tj e Fj, j = 1, .,., k, 
Sn(E){^,f, tu -"^h) - fàm < s , 
Hence / i s -S-integrable on E and S^fàm = j £ / d w . The theorem is proved. 
R e m a r k . In fact we proved that the assertions of the theorem are valid if the con-
d i t i o n / e ^i{rn) is replaced by the requirement [t: \f{i)\ ^ a} e ^ for each a > 0, 
where ^ denotes the (5-ring of all sets from 0^ on which the semivariation m is con-
tinuous. 
Theorem 6. Letf: T~^ X be measurable, let E e 0, and let f be S-integrable on E. 
Then the function / . XE i^ integrable, and J^/d/w = S^fdm for each AeE r\ ^, 
Proof. Let / , ' : T-> X, n = 1, 2, ... be a sequence of simple integrable functions 
such that/Дг) ~^f{t) for each t e T. Take a closed separable Hnear subspace X^ ^ X 
which contains the ranges of a l l / ' , n = 1, 2, . . . , hence also o f / Then in our con­
sideration we may suppose that m: ^ -^ L{Xi, Y). According to Theorem 13-1) 
in part III, there is a countably additive measure l^'-F ел ̂  -^ [0, 1] such that 
N' e E n ^ and ^^{N') = 0 => Wi(iV') = 0, where nii is the semivariation of w: ^ -> 
-^ L{Xi, Y). Now by Egoroff-Lusin theorem, see section 1.4 in part I, there is a set 
N e E n ^ and a non decreasing sequence of sets Fj,e E n ^, к — 1, 2 , . . , , such 
that fh^[N) = 0, Fk'l E ~ N and on each JP^, к = 1 ,2 , . . . , the sequence / ' , n = 
= 1, 2 , . . . , converges uniformly t o / Hence there is a subsequence/4, fc = 1, 2 , . . . , 
such that | | / — / J j j . ^ . in(£) ^ Ijk for each k= 1 ,2 , . . . . Take a sequence of 
partitions щ{Е) = {Ek^iY/t^, к = 1,2,... , of E such that for any partitions {Ei)% ^ = 
= n[E) ^ щ{Е) and any points ti e Ei, i = 1,2,... , n, 
\SEfam ~ S^^E){nt,f, r j , . . . , t„)\ < ~. 
к 
For each /c = 1, 2 , . . . put 
4{E) = {{F, n E,,,)r^i ^ {{E - F,) n E,,,);4 J . 
Then nl{É) ^ щ{Е) for each к = 1,2,... . Let us choose points t^-eEkj, ^ = 
= 1,2,..., i = 1,... ,ik, and define the simple integrable functions/ , fc = 1 ,2 , . . . , 
as follows 
and 
Â{t)=j:it) if teF,^{T-É) 
Then clearly Л (0 - > / ( 0 for each teT-N. Since /„, , /c = 1, 2 , . . . , are ^-simple 
functions, they are of the form / , ; = X! x„^ JXA„^ J ^ith pairwise disjoint A„^.j e ^ , 
j = i 
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; = 1,2,.. .,j\ for each /c = 1, 2, ... . For each к = 1, 2, ... put Л„^ о = ^л - U Afcj 
if the right hand side is not equal to 0. Then for each к = 1,2,. . . obviously щ{Р},) = 
= {^k ^ K,i ^ A,^j, Ï = 1, . . . , ifc, 7 = 0, 1, . . . ,A} is a partition of F^. Take any 
points /jt,;,j e P;̂  n £ t̂,t '^ Лк J ai^^ P ît 
'k A-
/̂c = E Z/(^fc,/j) • ХР,ПЕ;С.,ПЛ.,, , /С = 1, 2, 3, . . . . 
Then ^/(, /c = 1, 2 , . . . , are simple integrable functions, 
m(E), \\g^ - fnjFu < 7 ' 
and 
^n^ipj^^n,/, tk,\,0^ к,2Л^ • • • ' f̂c.ikjJ == ^fc d ' W 
Ffc 
If we now take the partition 
< ( £ ) = {7r,(f,), ((£ - F,) n £,,;);:'L,} ^ nlE) 
and the above choosen points tj^^ and 4 ^ j , then 
SE/dm - fk^fn й \SEfàm - S^^>'^E){mJ, Г^д^о. h,2,u-", h,iu,h^ h,u-", кл^{ + 
+ ^nu"{E)\^iS^ ^/c,l,0> ^/c,2,l? •••? h,ik,jk^ h,U •'••> h,ik) ~~ Aàm\ < - + к 
+ ßk^fn л; dm 
1 2 
< 7 + Ik/c - /«IIIF;. • ^{E) < - - ^ 0 as /c->QO. к к iFk J Fk 
Let now Ae E n ̂ . Then replacing in the considerations above £ by Л and F,^ 
by Ff^ n A we again obtain that \Sj^fdm — J^/^ dm\ -^ 0 as fc -> oo. Thus by 
Theorem 7 in part I the function /,ХЕ is integrable and J ^ / d w = S^fdm for 
each set Л e £ n ^ . The theorem is proved. 
Remark . If the Banach space X is separable, then according to Theorem 13-1) 
from part III, which was used in the proofs of Theorems 1 and 6 for each E e a ( # ) 
there is a countably additive measure Я^: ( т (^ )п£-> [0, 1] such that N Е(З{^)ПЕ 
and ЛЕ{Щ = 0 => m{N) = 0. The following simple example shows that for non 
separable X such a measure not always exists. Let F be an uncountable set with 
discrete topology, let ^ = 2^ and define the measure m: ̂  -^ L{l^[F), CO{F)) by 
the equality {m[É)x)(y) = x(y). ХЕ{У)^ ye F, Then \m{E)\ = 1 for each Ee^, 
£ Ф 0, particularly |w({y})| = 1 for each y E F. Since F is uncountable, the required 
countably additive measure Я: ̂  -> [0, 1] cannot exists. 
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